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Name  : N.Iniya 

Class  :  IX-C 

Topic  : Speech “Success in life” 

 Success is not a destination, 

 It is a journey. 

 A rise! Awake! and stop until  

the goal is reaching. 

 A man is not poor without a  

rupee but a man is really poor 

without a dream and ambition. 

 Take risk in your life, 

If you win ; you can lead  

If you loose ; you can guide  

 Believing others is easy but believing  

yourself that's the real challenge. 

 Success and failure are both part 

of life but both are not permanent. 

 All power is within you ; you can do  

anything and everything. 

 Take up one idea, make that one idea 

in your life. Think of it, dream it, live on that idea let the brain, muscle, nerves, 

every part of your body be full of that idea, and just leave on that idea alone. 

This is the way to success. 

For success , technology is more important : 

1. Technology plays a major role in society, and now it is very tough to imagine the life 

without technology. 

2. Technology affects the life of people and changes the way of their learning, thinking 

and communication. 

3. With technology we can achieve our success. 

 

These are the way to success in life and can achieve your goal in life and all keep success 

in your life , at last I have to say that keep your success like journey and it should not have 

any destination. 
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Class  :  IX "A" 

Topic : How do Rocket work ? 

 

How do Rocket work ? 

 

Rockets carry fuel that is burned inside a chamber. The fuel burns when it is mixed with oxygen gas 

and ignited, or set on fire. As the fuel burns, it gives off hot gas that shoots out from an opening at the 

back of the chamber. The force of the gas moving backward pushes the rocket forward. This action is 

called jet propulsion. 

 

We think there is no air or oxygen in space then how the engine produce fire ? 

 
There is answer for this, first things to make a fire that are  

Heat  + 

fuel  + 

oxygen =  �Fire 

 

 

 



 
★ In rocket they make a Oxygen gas into a liquid oxidizer and fill it in tank and use for the 

combination of Fire. 

 

Types of fuel rocket :- 

*solid fuel  

*hybrid fuel 

*liquid fuel = liquid hydrogen… 

 

★ For fuel make hydrogen gas into liquid hydrogen and they use it as fuel for rocket. 

 

★Hydrogen -- a light and extremely powerful rocket propellant -- has the lowest molecular weight of 

any known substance and burns with extreme intensity (5,500°F). In combination with an oxidizer 

such as liquid oxygen, liquid hydrogen yields the highest specific impulse, or efficiency in relation to 

the amount of propellant consumed, of any known rocket propellant. 

 

 

★For heat they make a combustion tube in rocket in that alecular to the fuel liquid nitrogen to burn 

after the combustion it makes thrust to rocket fly… 

 

 

★After that rocket travel in the space it will leave the empty tank parts of rocket in space… 

 

★And the satellite will revolve around the Earth orbit…  
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The Mother Tongue 

VijayaNagar was once ruled by King KrishnadevaRaya. One day a learned man made a visit to that great 

king‟s royal court. He was showing off his knowledge by saying the king that he had already travelled 

around the whole world and therefore he had mastered many languages. He also boasted that nobody here 

knew as many languages as he knew. 

Hearing this, the king asked the learned man to answer the questions of the people of his court in their own 

languages. 

The people of the royal court asked different questions in different languages. what a surprise! The learned 

man replied all the questions in the same languages. 

The king was very impressed by hearing this. 

After some time, the scholar challenged each and everybody present in the royal court to find out his mother 

tongue. He also declared that he would touch the feet of the person who could tell his mother tongue and if 

no one could find it out then, “I would consider myself more learned than anyone present in King 

Krishnadeva Raya‟s royal court,” He added in a boastful manner, 

Now, the king was highly tensed. It was a question of his royal honour and dignity. A number of learned 

people in the court asked him a number of questions. But all the efforts were in vain. All the scholars in the 

royal court failed to disclose his mother tongue. The scholar became very proud. 

There was a clever and tricky courtier named Tenaliram in the king‟s court. After everybody‟s unsuccessful 

attempt, the king told Tenaliram to disclose the proud scholar‟s mother tongue. 

“Your Majesty! He is a very great and learned man and has mastered many languages. Please give me time 

of one day. Then I can disclose his mother tongue,” he replied. 

The king agreed. As advised by Tenaliram, the quest scholar was given an excellent dinner at night. All the 

possible royal dishes were properly served to him. He ate to his heart‟s content. After the dinner, his bed was 

nicely laid outside the royal chamber. A very good thick mattress and a thick comfortable quilt was given to 

him for a sound sleep. As the scholar was tired, he slept deeply the moment he went to bed. 

The next morning, one of the royal servants was passing by the place where the scholar was sleeping. He 

thought that someone had left the quilt and mattress outside by mistake. So he shook off the quilt with great 

force in a bid to dust it off and the scholar, with thud, fell down from his bed. He uttered some words when 

he fell down from the bed. 

At the same time, Tenaliram told him that his mother tongue was Telugu. 

Tenaliram then went to the king and told him about the same. The king questioned him, “ how did you find 

out the mother tongue of the scholar.” 

“My great Lord! It is very easy and simple. It does not matter how many languages a person knows but 

whenever he finds himself in trouble, he always thinks in his mother tongue. One‟s mother is always called 

in one‟s own native language! That is why we always call it the mother tongue!” 

The king praised Tenaliram wholeheartedly for his wonderful intelligence and wit. 
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Topic  : Magical Sticks 
 

 

Magical Sticks 
 

One day a business man came to Emperor Akbar‟s court with an extremely complex  case of theft. He was a 

rich flourishing businessman who had a very big house and numerous servants. One morning when he woke 

up, he realised that his house had been looted. A variety of gold utensils, precious jewellery and money had 

been robbed from his big house. 

He immediately called all his workers and servants. Then, he strictly asked them one by one. He wanted to 

know the truth whether they had robbed the valuable things or not. 

But none of them answered him properly rather they refused to tell him anything. 

At last, when he got tired, he decided to take the help of the emperor Akbar. He went to the Emperor Akbar‟s 

royal court and requested for Birbal‟s help. Birbal went to the ramanand‟s house. There, he asked strictly from 

his servants and workers about the theft. Everyone refused to tell Birbal too. 

Birbal then began to think deeply. A good idea flashed into his mind. He brought some sticks of same length 

and distributed all the sticks among all the servants. Then he instructed, “These sticks are magical and the 

thief would surely be caught by tomorrow morning. The magical sticks of the person who has robbed will get 

longer by five inches tomorrow morning “Then he instructed all the workers and servants to keep these 

magical sticks along with them. They must come in the morning tomorrow with their respective sticks. All the 

workers and servant went to their respective homes. The servant who had stolen the precious thinks, “foolish 

birbal thinks that he would prove   me a thief. Ha! I would cut my magical stick by five inches. So that he 

could never prove me a thief!” Therefore, he cut his magical stick short by five inches. 

Next day, birbal checked all the magical sticks of reach worker and servant. One of these servants who had 

theft all the precious things had cut down his stick much shorter by five inches. Birbal declared, “This is the 

real thief. “ The businessman got highly pleased with birbal. Then, he questioned him how he had found out 

the real thief. Birbal replied, “The real thief had cut his stick short beforehand by five inches. “ 

The businessman got all his valuable items back and was very pleased with birbal‟s trick and wisdom. He 

flooded birbal with lots of gifts. 
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Topic  : Poem -"A tree" 

 

Poem -"A tree" 

A tree a tree is helpful it gives us shade from sun and give 

fruit to eat when we are hungry .  

we need put more and more plants like apple ,orange 

banana ,etc. 

 trees are more helpful trees are popular for us everything 

are helpful for us like animals ,water, food, air ,plants and 

sun are most important things for us . 

A tree a tree if we don't care of them they will die so we 

take care of them because they base of our life . 

They help us in every field so we also help us of them so 

that I am telling "A tree a tree". 
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Class   :  VI-  B 

Topic  : ABC  analysis 
 

ABC  Analysis 

Today I have taken a topic of ABC analysis which means after big corona what are the major 

sectors that have been affected and I would like to tell about what we losed and learn from 

the past 

 

In October 2019, a Corona appeared in Wuhan city, China. When people made physical 

contact with each other, very quickly it spreaded around the world, It was a new challenge 

for all. The biggest issue was that we couldn't move from one place to another, which was 

totally jammed. Later slowly come to little normal, within the pandemic period we missed lot 

of human beings like our father, mother, relative and neighbours, in front of them we where 

unable to helpless to secure their lives because the disease suddenly attacks the immune 

system. Severely affecting th lungs and causing people to quickly end their lives. 

 

This topic is a very wide subject from the short and sweet conclusion, It was the worst 

situation and we learned a lot from nature. To get better and reach the previous economic 

growth, we have to put more work into all sectors will proper guidance and good governance 

policies then we will achieve the goal without any fail 
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Name   : B. Saisaran 

Class   :  VII-C 

Topic  : Chhathrapathi Shivaji maharaj.  

 

Chhathrapathi Shivaji maharaj. 

 

Chhatrapati Shivaji original or full name is Shivaji bonsale his father name was 

Shaji bonsale and his mother name was jijabai . At the small age of the Shivaji 

his father leave his mother and married another women. Sivaji was born on Pune, 

Raigard, Maharashtra . and that is the year of Mughal 6th Bhadhshah Aurangazeb 

and he also put the jeshiya tax which should be only followed by hinduism . and 

many years have gone .  

Shivaji was ready to capture the India with the superent head Man of the his 

Army called mulsaree Tanaji. and his younger brother Dukkaji went to south side 

and spread the Hinduism.and his mother tells more about Mahabharat Ramayana 

and make his son more brave and courage. and the first war started against 

Mughal and thanaji saved the Maratha empire and defeat the Aurangzeb but he 

lost his hand and died and this is the story of braveman Shivaji and taanaji . not 

only the Mughals also many Empires and dynastics and rulers are ruled our 

country.  

one of the most years ruled by the empire in our country was British Raj. not only 

the British and many Empires ruled our country but now the most part of the 

world is ruled by the Indians and the death after Queen Elizabeth II the new 

Prime Minister take charge of the post who is Rishi sunak is the descentants of 

India.  

 

                        Thankyou ... 
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Topic  : Importance of trees 

 

Importance of trees 

Trees are important to us in a lot of ways and we can't ignore 

their importance. They are important because they give us fresh 

air to breathe, food to eat and shelter from sunlight and rainfall . 

Besides this , there are many medicines in the market that are 

made up of trees extract. Apart from this, there are plants and 

trees that have medical value.they bring peacefulness;create a 

pleasing and relaxing environment. Also ,they help in refelting 

the harmful of the sun and maintaining the perfect balanced 

temperatures .Besides , they also help in water conservation and 

preventing soil erosion.  

                                                  

 

*****Thank you****** 
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Topic  : Ours family ( poem) 

 

Ours family ( poem) 

 

I am a bad  

But I love dad  

And also I love mother , 

But she take  about other 

When she took me  

But I took injury in knee  

 

 

She always took  

my sister to look 

I am looking weight  

my mother height 

I love to play ball   

and I love family all 
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Name   : B. Padmadevi           

Class   :    V-B 

Topic  : STORY  The Great Elephant 

 

THE GREAT ELEPHANT.. 

 

Once upone,time there lived an elephant. He had no friends. He asked the 

monkey, the rabbit, the frog, and the fox.  

They replied “no, no, no “because. Of his hieght and weight. The elephant  was 

very sad the next day the elephant saw all animals were running for their life. The 

elephant  asked the fox.  

The fox replied there is one lion and he  is trying to kill all of us. The elephant go 

and said to the lion.. Mr lion don‟t kill all of this poor animals.  

The Lion didn‟t hear. And the elephant had no choice but to give the lion heafty, 

kick  to the lion. The frigtened lion ran for is life. An elephant return to the jungle 

and announced the  good news.  

All animals were happy and said thank you. And add him as a friend.. 

 

 

Moral:A friend in need is a friend in a indeed.. 
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Name   : Shanmuga Priya .B            

Class   : VIII- B     

Topic  : Friendship 

Friendship 

Friend ship is a relationship that is like a newborn baby. Friend ship always pure and like a 

bundle of joy. Which only needs more and more nourishment to grow. Never ignore true 

friends or take them for granted . We may come across various people at different phases 

of our life . Many pretend to be our friends but never go by out ward glitter. 

 

               It’s natural that human being always tends to find emotional support and social life. 

In spite of having everything in life , we may remain in a vacuum. It happens only when we 

have no such good friends to share  small happiness in life. Friends are always there to 

listen us unconditionally. 

 

            Friendship will provide thousands of fun moments in life which we may memorize in 

our old age. But side by side with times this relation may have moments of crisis. A 

misunderstanding may crop in and this amazing relation may start weakening. 

 

              Always be the first one to save the friendship God forbid, if due to some 

unfavorable reason distance ever arises. Within this relation, we must not let our friends go, 

Hold his or her hand and apologize for any mistake done there is nothing more pathetic in 

anyone’s life than losing a true friend. 

 

Conclusion ; 

         At last , I wish to say that  a good friendship is very difficult to come across. Therefore, 

we should appreciate this divine relationship having a base on understanding and feelings. 

We just need friends to live happily. Lasting friendship is blessing for everyone. 
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Name   : Dharshika 

Class   : V-A  

Topic  : The Golden Touch 

 

The Golden Touch 
 

 Once Upon a time there is a king named Sultan. One day he prayed to God. The 

God arrives then he asked what is that your wish. The king   said whatever the I 

should be turn into gold.   The God said that your wish has been granted.  The 

king became very happy. Suddenly he touched the spoons plates etc….   it has 

been changed into gold.  The king became very happy.  Suddenly he touched his 

daughter she too turned into gold.  He was worried and said to God that I don’t 

want this wish he cried .Again the God arrives and gave him a bottle of  magical 

water  and said to spread  of water which things have been changed into gold.    

The king became very happy.  

 

 

Moral: 

 Don’t be jealous be happy with what you have. 
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Name   : E. J. Poojashree 

Class   : IX-B 

Topic   : Essay on Child labour 

  

Child labour  

Child labour is the illegal practice of involving children in gainful economic activity. It is illegal 

because children between the ages of 5-15 years are not yet ready to work. This is the prime time to 

form a skill, a personality and to develop through informative experiences but when a child is forced to 

work instead of learning; they are stripped of all these essential and crucial processes. It is as if asking a 

child to forget childhood and embrace adulthood forcefully. These forceful expectations lead children to 

be forever damaged and disturbed by gruesome work experiences. 

To deal with this problem at hand, we need to understand where it comes from. Poverty is the 

first and foremost reason for the encouragement of child labour. Families that have an ample number of 

people but only one or two bread earners start pushing their children into the workspace. Since these 

children are basically unskilled, they are hired at minimal or no wages by big factories and firms. Their 

delicate hands are used in technical and dangerous glasswork. Their infectious energy is used to break 

rocks and pick up heavy bricks and construction rubble. Their complacent nature is exploited and they 

are made to do menial domestic works. More than 1 million children in India are engaged in forced 

child labour. 

Even though child labour is illegal and education is compulsory, no one looks into the 

implementation of these laws and ideas. The clauses in the child protection act that mention allowance 

for child labour under the family business is heavily manipulated and exploited. Grief stricken and 

helpless many times parents sell their children or abandon them, forcing them into this horrible life 

trajectory that crosses out their chance at a happier and wholesome childhood and future. This is the true 

scenario that echoes through many Indian villages. The solution is not immediate. It requires a 

conscious effort from these families, the government and each one of us. As long as we employ 

underage children to work at home or keep quiet about such an incident, we cannot expect to see a 

significant change in this direction.  

One-third of the Indian population is below the poverty line and is unemployed despite the 

growth in the IT sector. Growth fails to create jobs for this unskilled sector and all these problems 

culminate to destroy the childhood of innocent children. 

“A child is meant to learn not to earn, save children by stopping child labour” 
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Name    : KIRITHIKA. M 

Class   : VIII - B 

Topic   : ESSAY WRITING 

     

WOOD 

What is Wood? 

 Wood is a Porons and Fibrous structural tissue found in the stems and roots of trees 

and other woody plants. It is an organic material a natural composite of cellulose fibers that 

are strong in tension and embedded in a matrix of lignin that resists compression. 

 Wood is something defined as only xylem in the stem of the trees or it is defined as 

more broadly to include the some type of other strong natural material. 

 We all know that it is detected ip or (in common) are from the trees which is a 

producer of oxygen for living beings such as humans and animals etc. 

 Although we know that ocean procluces 70% of oxygen due to global warming they 

may dry since oxygen is mostly known for trees which also produces wood. 

 

Wood Conveys        Plant or Tree Conveys 

 It performs function enabling plants but it conveys most thing 

like, they are from trees so : 

 Water 

 Nutrient 

 Oxygen 

 Fruits 

 Vegetable 

 Carbon dioxide 

 Flower 

Such as because they are plants to be form these thing. 

          Wood does convey furniture 

           Products and also conveys 

           Paper even for making tools. 

 

Therefore, wood has been used for thousands of year for making commercial  things. 
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Name    : M.Asma 

Class   : lX-B 

Topic   : Story 

      STORY 
One day the son goes to his father and says,„What is the value of my life? 

His father gave him a stone and said son if you want to know the value of your life take this stone to this vend. 

If someone asks for a price you can say nothing and raise two fingers. 

So the boy did as his father told him and went off to the marketplace. 

Suddenly, an old woman appeared and asked her how much the stone was. 

The boy says nothing and just raises two fingers. 

And the woman says two dollars? I'll take it. 

The son is shocked and runs back to his father. 

There was an old woman in the market, she wanted to give me two dollars for a stone. 

Dad says son the next place I want you to go to the museum and if anyone asks for a price say nothing and raise 

two fingers. 

Immediately son picks up the stone and goes to the museum. 

After a while there was a middle-aged man who asked the boy. 

How much does this stone cost? 

The boy says nothing and raises two fingers and the man says two hundred dollars? 

Wow I'll take it. 

The boy was shocked and runs home to his father. 

A man in a museum wanted to buy a stone for $ two hundred. 

Lastly I want you to take the stone to a gemstone store. 

Go inside the store and if anyone asks for a price say nothing just raise two fingers. 

Then the son runs to a jewelry store. 

After finding it he went inside and there was an old man at the counter. 

And as the old man sees the stone he bounce and shouts oh my lord, he has a stone that he has been looking all 

my life. 

What do you want in exchange of this stone, how much does it cost? The boy says nothing and raises two fingers. 

And the old man says two lakh dollars? I'll take it. The boy can't believe he rushed to his father. 

An old man at a jewelry store wanted to give me $ two million for a stone. 

Do you learn now, the value of life? 

Life is about where you put yourself. 

You can choose if you want to be a two dollar stone or a two lakh dollar stone 

The world is about your place in people's hearts, If you want to put yourself in a good place people will love you. 

If you decide to put yourself in the wrong place at the wrong time, people will hate you. 

In today's life, we see that some people love you and you are everything to them and other people will just use 

you as assets to them, you will no longer be anything. 

It is up to us to determine the value of your life. 
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Name    :          S.S.Dhananya 

Class   :  V  A 

Topic   : If Character is lost everything is lost  

 

A  Short story 
If Character is lost everything is lost. 

 

 Once upon a time there lived  two friends named as Rosy and Pinky. 
 

 Rosy always study well but Pinky  was interested in playing. While Rosy  was listening the class,  
Pinky called Rosy and talked something . One day their teacher was writing on the board . On that time 

Pinky again called Rosy and talking  like a chatter box. While Pinky talking her teacher saw them and said 

Rosy and Pinky get out so Rosy said Pinky 'why are you doing  like this because of you only I'm standing  

outside'  like that she scolded her. Pinky became very sad and depressed in this matter so,she cried a lot. 

 

A few moments later  

 

Her teacher came and asked 'Pinky why are you crying?' 

 

Pinky : Mam Rosy is always scolding me. 
Class teacher  called Rosy.. 
Rosy came there. 

 

Rosy:Mam 
Class Teacher : Why did you  scolded Pinky? 
Rosy:Mam while you  taking class she is coming and talking with me,so only mam   said you and me to stand 

outside because of I scolded her mam. 
Class Teacher : Pinky why did you do like this? 
Pinky : Mam sorry mam here after I won't repeat this same mistake .  
Few days passed :  

 

Pinky: Rosy Rosy see here 
She called her for asking a doubt. 

 

Rosy:Mam Pinky is  calling  me mam. 

 

So mam said her to stand outside .  
      Thank you 

by 
S.S.Dhananya 

V  A 
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Name    :          S.S.Dhanashka 

Class   :  IX C 

Topic   : Strong or weak 

 

Story with moral -   Strong or weak 

 Once upon a time. There lived  a proud teak tree in the forest. He was very tall and strong. There 

was a small herb next to the tree. 
Teak: I'm very handsome  and strong and no one can defeat me. 
Herb: Dear friend  too much pride ia harmful even the strong will fall one day .  

 

But the tweak ignored the words of the herb .  
 

A few moments later :  

 A strong wind blew :  the herb bowed low .  The teak made fun of the herb. He stood firmly and 

strong 
After few days: 

  One day a storm and heavy rain  came in the forest .  During these times as usually the herb 

bowed low .   
 The teak stood firmly .  

A couple of minutes passed and hours passed .  
The storm kept growing longer .  
 

 The teak could no longer bear it. He felt his strength giving up .  
 He tried his best to stand upright. At last he fell down .  
 That was the end of the proud tree .  

When everything was calm again :  

 The herb stood straight and searched the tree .  
Herb: Teak Teak... Where are you ?  

He shouted and he look around very carefully .  
 

The herb saw that the proud tree had fallen .  He thought in his mind ' Dear friend I had told  you that 

too much pride is harmful  even the strong will fall one day ' but you ignored  my words  

 

Moral: Pride goes before  a fall. 
Thank you 
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Name    :          N.A.Akilan 

Class   :  V-A 

Topic   : Woodcutter and the Thieves 

 

Woodcutter and the Thieves 

Once upon a time, there was a forest. Inside the forest there was a King's palace, and one 

village. Everyone in the village was very happy in the Kingdom. There was a Woodcutter in 

the village. He gone to the forest to cut the wood. He didn’t come to his home after two 

days. His wife was worried and gone to the King's palace. She said to the , “My Lord! My 

husband was a Woodcutter, he had gone to the forest to cut wood before two days. But he 

didn’t come to home yet. The King said , “ OK, I’ll send my guards to the forest to search 

your husband. You don’t worry”. The  guards went to the forest and searched everywhere. 

Finally they came to the palace and said, “Thieves were tied the woodcutter in one tree. He 

is one of the thieves friend. He gave us information about the woodcutter ”. The King said, 

“Go with many guards and will untie the woodcutter”. The guards obey the King’s order and 

saved the Woodcutter.  

 

 Written by , 

N.A.Akilan, 5-A 
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Name    :         Sivasurya.S   

Class   : 9 -’C’   

Topic   :  Assassin’s creed-1 (part-1) 

Assassin’s creed-1 (part-1) 

                                          On 2012, a middle aged man in the name of “Desmond Miles”, being kidnapped by an 

industry named Abstergo industries. He was being kidnapped in an unconscious state so that he wouldn’t know who 

kidnapped him or where he was being taken to. He wakes up after the mysterious vision he had during his 

unconscious state. That memory was that he was being an another person who looks like an assassin and was being 

surrounded by women harassers  

                                           After when he wakes up, he is placed in the lab of Abstergo industries and was on a bed like 

machine. He was surrounded by researchers, mainly the head of that research team “Dr. Eddie cloaks” and his 

assistant Natasha. Desmond furiously asked why he is in here. Dr. Eddie replied that they doesn’t need Desmond, 

instead they needed his ancestor’s memories. Confused Desmond asked them what they are going to do with that 

and by how they are going to find out. The head doesn’t reply and simply he ordered him to lie in the machinery 

structure. 

                                             Then Desmond asked what does this thing do, the scientist explained that the machine he 

was going to lie on is a tech known as ‘animus’. The researcher also said, that is a machine where if a person lies on, 

his industry researchers could collect the subject’s ancestor’s memory while the subject will be unconscious in the 

animus. Desmond further asked an example of this process; the scientist gave an example of a seagull, the bird that 

could travel to any places accurately during season without knowing the location of the place. Because, the memory 

of that bird’s ancestor is being transferred to its younger generation so that seagull can travel to any places. 

                                                And also, related to this fact he explained that just like that incident in this abstergo’s 

research, with the help of animus they needed to know about his because his ancestors were assassins. When 

Desmond is at the verge of asking them why do they needed that, the researchers made him lie on the animus and 

they connected the animus with him. 

                                                 After that he became unconscious and now it’s the mysterious assassin who came back 

again into the memory of Desmond. Later he came to know that he was a master assassin who lived in the holy land 

of 1191 AC named “Altair-ibn-la-ahad” who was in a mission with his lower ranked assassins who were brothers and 

this mission was given by their former master “Al-mualim”. When they had gone to the location, their mission was to 

prevent a templar named “Thomas-di-sabel”. Now, Desmond was eager to know who are templar, later he came to 

know that templar’s were the people who own the temple and they will behave rude to the common people of their 

society and assassin’s were the people who were skilled at killing non-innocent people and templar’s. The templar’s 

are the lifelong rivals of the assassins.   

                                                    After knowing about this, in his memory Altair had gone to the prevent Thomas-di-sabel 

from taking the “Apple of Eden”. This is an artefact that has the capability of controlling or killing any people to our 

likes. So, during the mission the brothers decided to go in a stealthy manner so that they won’t find them. But Altair 

decided to go in a direct way and fight which makes him look less like an assassin. So when he went straight in, 

Thomas and his crew find that Altair has come here along with the brothers. Noticing this when Altair decided to 

fight him, he was at the verge of fighting but ended up in a loss. Because during the fight he killed an innocent 
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A Short Essay 

Value of Time. 

Time is very precious and important to all of us. Time is measured by Hours, Days,Years and 

so on. No one can escape the passing of time. Also, our whole life revolves around it.   

As the proverb goes  “time and tide wait for none” all the students  should understand this 

proverb. It is the duty of the person to value the time and manage it properly so that the task 

could be completed. 

Time is more value than money. Lost money can be earned back but lost of time cannot be. 

 I like to conclude this essay by saying that the time is priceless no one can buy it. 

the only thing that can make anyone zero or heroin just a moment. 
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  Social media: 

Social media plays a vital role in our society and lives today. With the popularity of social media now 

different information has become accessible to us. In ancient times we need to go through a number of 

books to find out a piece of information. Now we can get on social networking sites by asking our friends. 

We have both the positive and negative effects of social media on society. We can get connected easily 

through social media and can share or access information, thoughts, ideas, news, etc. 

Now a day it has also been seen that social media has become a useful tool to spread awareness. On the 

other hand, social media marketing has brought the business to another level. 

But we can’t deny the fact that there are some disadvantages of social media too. Some physician opines 
that excessive use of social media is one of the main causes of anxiety and depression for most people. It 
can also cause a sleep disorder. 
In conclusion, we can say that there are lots of advantages of social media. It can be used for the benefit of 
human beings if we use it properly. 
The following are the various types of Social Media platforms from the beginning of this era. 
Classmates – December/1995 
Six Degrees – May 1997 
Open Diary – October 1998 
Live Journal – April 1999 
Ryze – October 2001 
Friendster – March 2002 (It is redesigned as a social gaming site nowadays) 
Linkedin – May 2003 
Hi5 – June 2003 
MySpace – August 2003 
Orkut – January 2004 
Facebook –February 2004 
Yahoo! 360 – March 2005 
Bebo – July 2005 
Twitter – July 2006 
Tumbler – February 2007 
Google+ – July 2011. 
Social Media plays a significant role in helping to grow businesses. Social Media platforms are becoming a 

natural place to reach targeted potential customers as 50% of the world’s population use social media now 

a day. Many business organizations recognize the benefit of social media as a communication platform to 

communicate with their customers. 

Social Media is a crucial tool for almost all kinds of businesses. Business organizations use this platform to 

find and engage with customers, generate sales through promotion and advertising, and offer customers 

after sale service and support. 

Though Social Media is becoming an important part of business organizations, unplanned activities on 

Social Media can kill a business too.     Thank you. 
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      Chess Olympaid 

 

Our Chennai is in a festival of chess. The 44th Olympiad is conducted in the 

Chennai. It is proud for all the Indians. Chess is originated in India in the name of 

sadhurangam it is first used for war. Later all the country are play chess and the 

modern chess is developed in the Spain. Before modern chess there is advisor 

and no queen. When Spain is play chess they introduced queen because in 

Europe that time queen is very powerful they only rule many of the European 

countries.  So, the Spain decided to make queen most powerful piece in chess 

and the chess is played by all the countries.  

A few years before chess is banned in France because many people 

addicted in chess. So, France ban chess for some years and the Russia make 

many chess players for World War because they want the chess player brain for 

intelligence and strategically move in war.  

Now, all countries are came to India for playing 44th chess Olympaid it is 

the proud moment for Indian. Chess is a brain game. It increase the brain 

capacity. Play chess win the gold medal India. We will contribute India in one 

way to reach the gold medal. I say in one sentence.  

India play chess we do cheers. 

Thank You, 

By, 

Siddesh. E - IX- B 
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Good morning everyone, 

I am going to tell about “FUNDAMENTAL UNIT OF LIFE – CELL” 

The cell is the structural and functional unit of all known living organisms. It is the smallest 

unit of an organisms that is classified as living, and is sometimes called the building block of 

life. … Hence, cell is called  THE FUNDAMENTAL UNIT OF LIFE.  

The smallest functional unit of life is cell, discovered by ROBERTHOOKE in 1665.A cell can 

independently perform all necessary activities to sustain life. Hence cell is the basic unit of 

life. 

There are 2 types of cells they are : Plant cell and animal cell . The different cell 

organelles and their functions are as follows:  

 PLASMA/CELL MEMBRANE: 

This is the outermost covering of the cell that separates  the contents of the cell from its 

external environment. The plasma membrane allows the permits the entry an d exits of some 

materials in and out of the cell so the cell membrane is called selectively permeable 

membrane. 

Some gases like CO2 or O2 can move across the cell membrane by a process called DIFFUSION. The 

movement  of water  molecules  {LIQUID} through such a selectively permeable membrane  is called 

OSMOSIS. Osmosis is the passage of water from of lower water concentration. 

 If the medium surrounding the cell has a higher water concentration than the cell , the cell will gain water 

by osmosis. Such a solution is known as a hypotonic solution 

 If the medium has exactly the same water concentration as the cell, there will be no net movement of 

water across the cell membrane. Such solution is known as an isotonic solution. 
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BERMUDA  TRIANGLE 

Bermuda Triangle is a triangle shaped place on the North Atlantic ocean of North America . It is also  called as devil‟s 

triangle many ships and their aircrafts have been disappeared in a mysterious way . 

By joining Bermuda, Florida and greater Antilles the triangle formed by joining this is called Bermuda Triangle. In 

this About 50 ships and 20 airplanes have disappeared in a mysterious way. Bermuda triangle is an urban legend . 

Bermuda Triangle is exactly located in the western part of North Atlantic ocean. 

 There are many theories regarding the Bermuda triangle . But no one theory gave the perfect solution for this 

mysterious disappearance .Some of the famous theories are as follows: 

1.Compass malfunction: 

It is one of the most popular famous theory and this theory almost gives the solution but it's only 70 percentage valid 

reason.  compass malfunction because of the magnetic field it is one of the two places in the world where this kind of 

magnetic field is present. 

2.Rogue waves: 

This type of waves are massive. the maximum height can be up 100 feet or 30.5 metre. This type of waves are 

common in Atlantic Ocean because storms will be coming in multiple direction which causes the rogue waves. This 

type of waves have the potential to destroy ships and airplanes. so this can be also the reason for the mysterious 

disappearance. 

3. Methane bubbles: 

The methane released or leaked from the oils and gas rich are buried deep inside. This methane will grow huge an 

when it comes to the surface eruption will take place.In Atlantic Ocean there are large craters which are 150 feet deep. 

4. No mystery: 

Due to the high concentration of traffic on the combination with the badclimatic conditions can also be the reason for 

this disappearance.  

5. Aliens : 

Aliens used this place as the gathering place or portal but this theory is mostly not true or not accepted by many 

people. 

6. Atlantis: 

Atlantis is a last city which is sinkened many thousands of years ago. Some people still believe the city is still present 

under the Atlantic Ocean.  The people present in the Atlantis is trying to kill the people who go above or on the water. 

but most of the people in the world does not believe this theory. 

Conclusion: 

After seeing all the theory still the mysterious disappearance of the ships and airplanes are still a mystery and remains 

as an unsolved puzzle. 

“Most mysteries in the world are given the simple solution” 
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Yoga incorruption of meditation and breathing can help to improve a persons mental well 

being. Regular yoga practice gives mental clarity and reduce stress and keep calm it also 

relaxes the mind yoga is the practice that involves physical mental and spiritual self. The 

body contains more memory than the mind we call for example the physical Genetics you 

inherit in your looks. Our brain cannot recall or know our Genetics of what is expressed in 

our physique. yoga is a type of exercise which performed through a balanced body and their 

need to get control over diet, breathing and physical postures. The yoga "mind" is formed 

from the body, memory and intelligence. 

 

It was a discipline that originated in the ancient India and was aimed to instilling peace of 

mind and body concentration. Researchs are starting to claim some success using yoga and 

yoga based treatments to active duty. 

 

  Yoga has the great power to aid and heal the soul. 

 

 It is a ultimate act of harmony between one's physical existence and spiritual conscience.The 

perfect synchronization between mind ana body is known as yoga. 

 

 

   This enhances flexibility and the thinking while releasing blockages held in the body. 

 

 Nowadays we are having many problems in young age so, if we practice yoga we don't get 

any problems like sugar diabetes etc. 
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GOLD 

Gold is a soft, yellow metal, like other metals gold is also highly 

malleable and ductile.  

Moreover, gold is able to  conduct both heat and electricity rather easily. 

The atomic number of gold is 79. The gold is a very costly and rare 

metal nowadays. It is not easily available those days. But, in ancient 

days this gold has been found everywhere, even low class people in 

ancient days can afford gold in India. After Br0itish rule, India had lost 

much highly available metals in India. Because, Britishers had claimed 

most of the gold by bribing illegally from Indian rulers and by 

destroying rich territories of India and claimed all the valuable things 

such as gold, diamonds etc from Indian territories. While leaving the 

country, they took these from India. Some other properties of gold 

include its high resistance to oxidation. Typically, metals often from 

oxide later on their surface due to exposure oxygen at room temperature 

and room conditions. Gold doesn‟t form this layer easily. Additionally 

gold is unaffected by most acids and bases.  

Gold is quiet resistant . 

 

 


